
BD4NRG Open Call

BD4NRG  will launch
the BD4NRG Open Call soon!

Stay tuned!

View in browser

Hello BD4NRG friends!

T he 2nd  issue of  the BD4NRG project newsletter has just arrived!

Stay informed about our activities, discover the big data value chain in the
energy sector and get to know the BD4NRG  solution!

BD4NRG ref erence architecture f or big data driven energy applications

With the release of the f inal BD4NRG
Ref erence Architecture , we happily
present the latest updates for the
BD4NRG architectural model spanning
the entire scope of the project,
harmonising existing approaches in
the f ield, and integrating the needs of
the energy value chain. The structure
is based on the layers of the BRIDGE RA, f itted to the project’s requirements,
and including concepts from other approaches such as IDSA, GAIA-X and
FIWARE. In addition to the four main layers, it includes a pillar including aspects
which are relevant throughout the entire system. Read more here !

Upcoming events & project material
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Webinars and Q&A sessions will be
announced soon.

You can apply here !

Video Infographic

Watch Download

Latest news 
for BD4NRG partners in action!
IISA 2022

BD4NRG with MAT RYCS project successfully co-organised the 2nd Workshop for

Big Data Analytics in the Energy 13th International Conference on Information,
Intelligence, Systems and Applications (IISA 2022), which took place in Corfu.

More info from the workshop here .

IoT  Week 2022

During the IoT  Week 2022 organised

by IoT Forum on the 20th-23rd of  June
2022, in Dublin, a session dedicated to
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the challenges we f ace to f oster
clean energy transition including
resilience and energy security in
Europe  took place.

We are glad that our partner from
ENERCOUT IM, Natalie Samovich
moderated this session with fruitful
discussions.

Data Week

BD4NRG project  was represented by
Massimo Bertoncini (ENG) &
Vangelis Marinakis (NT UA) at the
Data Week online session entitled
“Paving the Path T owards Energy
Data Spaces” which was held on
June 1, 2022.

The session was focused on sharing
knowledge, perspectives and
experiences on Secure Data
Management  and Data

Interoperability, T rusted Data Sharing, Data and AI Data Marketplaces,
and Data Analytics. More info from the session here .

Meeting with the Latvian Ministries

On 29t h of  April 2022 , a presentation
of the tools developed under BD4NRG
for the LEIF Pilot took place online with
the Latvian Ministries (Ministry of
Environmental Protection and
regional development and the Latvian
Ministry of Economics).

The meeting, organised by the
BD4NRG partner from LEIF, Aija
Zučika, focused on the exploitation
possibilities visioning on scaling up the outcomes of presented services during
and after the BD4NRG Project.

Vaggelis Marinakis and Elissaios Sarmas from NT UA presented the status of
the services, their scope and added value along with result on the Latvian Pilot-
LEIF. More info here .

International Data Spaces Association (IDSA) Summit 2021, 22-23 of  June
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2021, online event

On 3rd  of  March 2022 , the Horizon
2020 CSA Open DEI conducted a
workshop on “Operational Digital
Platf orms” (ODPs) to present and
discuss the call for proposals of the
Commission’s Connecting Europe
Facility – Digital (CEF Digital)
programme.

Experts gathered to discuss the
approaches, challenges and future trends of ODPs in the energy sector and its
cross-section with the mobility sector. BD4NRG was represented by Javier
Valino from AT OS.

Check more activities here!

BD4NRG publications
Explore all BD4NRG publications here.

We are truly proud about the new BD4NRG publication entitled “T ransf er
learning strategies f or solar power f orecasting under data scarcity”,
published in Nature Scientif ic Reports, the 5th most-cited journal in the world,
with more than 696,000 citations in 2021

T ransf er learning strategies f or solar power f orecasting under data
scarcity

Accurately forecasting solar plants production is critical for balancing supply
and demand and for scheduling distribution networks operation. However, the
problem becomes more demanding, when there is insuff icient amount of data
to adequately train forecasting models. Transfer learning (TL) offers the
capability of transferring knowledge from the source domain to different
target domains to resolve related problems.

More BD4NRG publications:

AI and Data Democratisation f or Intelligent Energy Management

Explore the strengths and challenges in terms of data access problems and
data sharing, algorithmic bias, AI transparency, privacy and other regulatory
constraints for AI-based decisions.

ML-based energy management of  water pumping systems f or the
application of  peak shaving in small-scale islands

Explore ways to smooth electricity consumption and shave peaks by
scheduling the operating hours of water pumping stations in a smart fashion.

A meta-learning classif ication model f or supporting decisions on
energy ef f iciency investments
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Check how to bridge the gap in energy eff iciency f inancing with the
development of a data-driven methodology that labels energy eff iciency
investments based on their expected utility in terms of renovation cost and
energy savings.

T he Vocabulary Hub to conf igure data space connectors

Learn about the importance of semantic interoperability according to
common reference and interoperability frameworks and how SDOs enable
standardized data exchange in business communities.

How to engage?

• Join BD4NRG Open Call
• Participate and meet us in upcoming events!
• Contribute with your data to help us build a state-of-the-art dataset for
the energy sector
• T est our solution and be a f irst user , providing feedback
• Help us promote  BD4NRG and meaningful data collection by helping us to
share our project f indings

Stay tuned for more BD4NRG news!
Please visit  our website  for a comprehensive look at our activities output.

Let’s connect! E-mail us and be in touch!

Follow us on Social Media

You received this email because you expressed your interest in getting informed on
BD4NRG  news via our online subscription form, or meeting us in an event, or via e-mail. If

you are no longer interested in receiving our news you may.
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